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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 217432 for $390.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 03/07/2013
Complaint #217432

They deposited $300 into my account without my authorization. They just took $90 out of my
account. I didn't authorize this and don't know how to contact them.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 130193 for $300.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 06/26/2012
Complaint #130193

I had a deposit of $300.00 dropped in my account on 6/15/2012, I noticed it before I withdrew
froim my account. I immediately called the company and they told me i authorized the loan , I
opt out, they withdrew the $300.. I ask them to.... now I am reading these horror stories and I
hope they don't try to take more money from me...what should I do?

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 130779 for $283.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 06/29/2012
Complaint #130779

i had a pop up sayin i can get money today should have known it was togood to be true there
was money put into my account without any signature or authorization then taken back out by
a another company who i found to be a scam went to the bank and filed a complaint that they
were a fraudialant company. This put me in a negative balance but the bank handled it now
im being summons to court over this. I was told by woman over the phone to pay $570 or be
summoned to court i said summons me then and she said ok and hung up on me.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 221529 for $200.00
Submitted by
Lisa
on 03/20/2013
Complaint #221529

This company deposited 250.00 in my husbands acct said that i applied for the loan an my
name is not on his acct. They keep drafting his acct. An causing overdraft fees. I have
contacted them repeatdly to stop an even filed a complaint with the better business bureaue.
Im stuck dont know what else to do
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Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 265814 for $1,800.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 08/08/2013
Complaint #265814

Depoist money in my account I did not authorize. Contacted them to stop left several
message and emails no one answers phone only answering machine.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund II Queja 94213 for $235.00
Submitted by
HEATHER
on 03/27/2012
Complaint #94213

On 3/7 I got a loan after them telling me i didnt get approved. Now an attorney from New
York Keeps calling and saying there taking charges out on me for embezzelment because
they tried to take the money out before my aggreement date and they keep charging me
because the money is not there.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 176545 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 11/09/2012
Complaint #176545

Hydra Fund 2 deposited $200 into my checking account on 11/9/12. I was notified of the
deposit and looked into it immediately. I called my bank and explained that I did not authorize
this and they told me to contact the company and try to get it reversed. I contacted Hydra
Fund 2 at 1-888-302-5332 and spoke to a lady who said that she could reverse the deposit
and make sure no further access was granted to my account. I then called my bank again
and they instructed me to transfer all my funds to another (completely unrelated account) and
close the account that had been violated. This company, Hydra Fund, is a SCAM.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 114843 for $250.00
Submitted by
nfowler05
on 05/16/2012
Complaint #114843

I checked my monthly statement and realized there had been a deposit of $250 from a
company called HYDRAFUND. I did not authorize this deposit, nor did I apply for a loan with
this company. I have tried to contact them and I have been unsuccessful.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 121503 for $150.00
Submitted by
conrad
on 06/04/2012
Complaint #121503

this company is trying to thieve from anyone who fills out an online application for a loan.
They are into me for $150 so far. Hopfully police action will help.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 127907 for $200.00
Submitted by
gracie1973
on 06/20/2012
Complaint #127907

I was looking for a payday loan and opted out if doing it. Then I get $150.00 in my account
when I called hydra fund they said I agreed to this loan absolutely did not I said take you're
money back thhey said no.

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 154937 for $300.00
Submitted by
anton
on 09/17/2012
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Comment #36618

God luck-they obviously want interest, thats why they have scammed so many people.I don't
think they will take money back w/o you paying the interest. They have your bank acct # and
routing # therefore they can keep submitting your acct..I was advised by my bank to close
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and reopen a new acct so they won't have your new info

From Report: HydraFund lll Queja 158015 for $400.00
Submitted by
jr182
on 09/20/2012
Comment #36961

Hi Anonymous, how many tries did it take to speak with someone? I would like to know if
they resolve your concern. As i am having difficulty speaking with someone there. If you
would like to ask me anything, feel free. thanks, jr182

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 176641 for $300.00
Submitted by
Tiajuana
on 11/13/2012
Comment #41472

I had the same thing happen to me on the 9th and called and asked them to take back their
money. This morning when I woke and checked my bank account 30 dollars was missing,
which I assume is their doing. That puts me under the 300 they gave me, I get paid on
Thursday so hopeful they'll at least wait until then to take back their money, I have a very bad
feeling about this.

From Report: Hydra Fund 111 Queja 102200 for $300.00
Submitted by
tia
on 04/17/2012
Comment #23775

the number is 1888 302 5351 make sure u file a claim with your bank to hydrafund took back
there 300 this morning with no fees.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 121275 for $250.00
Submitted by
Alipayne
on 06/06/2012
Comment #27234

how much intrest are they trying to charge you? i am trying to put a stop payment on the
account for the company but I have to have the exact amount of the withdraw. Since I never
signed any papers or spoke with anyone I have no clue how much it will be!

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 235934 for $300.00
Submitted by
Renee
on 05/03/2013
Comment #50843

I filed the fraudulent activity with my bank and also sent an email to Hydra Fund stating that
they illegally debited my bank acct without permission from me to do so. I told them that I did
not owe any further fees and that I would speak to my attorney if they performed any further
transactions to my acct. I filed a dispute on the original deposit of $300 and for the $90 that
they took from my acct. In total they owe me $90. I went into my acct today and there is a
withdrawal from Hydra Fund (even though I placed a stop pay) for $300! Where is my
$90?!??!! I am furious! I thought it was my bank reversing the disputed item but they said it
wasn't. So now I have 3 disputes with my bank! I want to be back where I originally was
before they started dipping into my acct! Then my bank starts telling me some crap about me
accepting the original deposit! I didn't accept it! I didn't even realize it was there...my acct
had over that amount in it every day since it was put in! I did not use the $300 and did not
ask for it! I just want my $90 back!!!! When will places like this be put out of business?
Preying on unspecting victims!

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 143302 for $300.00
Submitted by
RAELENE
on 08/09/2012
Comment #33014

I agree this is such ascam!!!
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From Report: Hydra Fund 2 Queja 100650 for $275.00
Submitted by
Mindie
on 08/13/2012
Comment #33229

Edward, I am having the same issue. I did not approve any loan application whatsoever! It's
been going on for 2 months now and I'm still trying to resolve it. My bank is no help and I am
considering, although I can't afford it, getting the advice of an attorney. I hope that you were
able to get your issue resolved as I know the stress this is putting me through.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 154486 for $500.00
Submitted by
anton
on 09/17/2012
Comment #36620

You should be able to open a new acct with a different acct and routing #--that's what my
bank advised me to due.Hydra would not have your new info,therefore they can't get into your
new acct..I was advised that this company is out of New Zealand and probably not licensed
to offer payday loans in you state..therefore the loan is uncollectable..They use a collection
ageny in Kansas..ie NCA to try to collect the money and interest..File complaint with Attorney
General and check your credit report to see if they have put the loan on it

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 142671 for $570.00
Submitted by
Scammed_II
on 08/08/2012
Comment #32931

Contact your bank and request to stop payment to them.
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